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School Closure Daily Planning- Onyx Class – Monday 11th January 

 

Reading 

Writing Mathematics Topic 

Read the text about the first 

man on the moon – you 

could share the reading with 

someone, read it yourself or 

get someone to read it to 

you.  It is a piece of non-

fiction writing which means 

that it is not made up and 

telling us real facts.  Pick your 

favourite two new facts that 

you found out from reading 

the text. 

 

 
Phonics: Watch daily Set 3 

videos. 

https://www.youtube.com/c

hannel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFC

Ig9GdxtQ 

 

Watch this short video called “La 

Luna” about a boy who goes up 

to the moon.  You might want to 

watch it a couple of times so 

you really get to know all the 

things that happen in the story 

and the order they happen in.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=vbuq7w3ZDUQ 

 

Draw a story map for the story.  

Remember to sequence the 

events in the right order.  (Only 

use pictures today). 

 

Watch the video of Mrs Bagnall 

doing today’s maths. 

Then complete the  table-  draw 

your own if you don’t have a 

printer. 

Use a dice to create a 3 digit 

number and then add/subtract 

1, 10 and lastly 100.  Think 

about which digit will change.  

The first one has been done for 

you as an example. 

 
No +1 + 

10 

+ 

100 

-1 - 

10 

- 

100 

456 457 466 556 455 446 356 

       

       

       
 

Find your group’s spelling list. 

If you are not sure what any of 

the words mean then check 

using a dictionary – there are 

plenty of online dictionaries if 

you don’t have one at home.  

Practise these spellings ready 

for your adult to quiz you on 

Friday!  As an extra challenge 

you could pick four spellings 

and write them into a 

sentence. Maybe you can fit 

two of the spellings into one 

sentence! 

 

PE- Jo Wicks PE challenge at 

9.00am 
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